CRYSTAL CLEAR

by artist-activist collaborative

LOUDBER THAN WORDS
S.A. Bachman + Neda Moridpour

A PUBLIC ART PROJECT & EXHIBITION ADDRESSING SEXUAL ASSAULT & DOMESTIC VIOLENCE

OPENING RECEPTION
THURSDAY FEBRUARY 25th, 2016
5-8 pm
All are welcome for a social evening of food and friends of the Art Gallery.

FREE TO THE PUBLIC

Tuesday, February 23
Crystal Clear: Kick-Off and Public Roundtable Discussion
Main Quad, 12:00 PM - 2 PM
Hear special guests talk about the cycles of violence that contribute to domestic violence and sexual assault and ways to produce a safer campus environment.
S.A. Bachman, Co-founder, LOUDER THAN WORDS
Neda Moridpour, Co-founder, LOUDER THAN WORDS
Eve Shedy, Deputy City Attorney Council for Domestic Violence Policy, City Attorneys Office
Mieko Failey, Los Angeles LGBT Center, Domestic Violence Legal Advocacy Project
Karyna Gonzalez, Domestic Violence Services Manager at the Glendale YWCA
Other participants include: Homeboy Industries, Survivor advocates, A Window Between Worlds, Peace Over Violence, and more.

Wednesday, February 24
Crystal Clear: Quilting Workshop
Main Quad, 12 - 2 pm
Learn to quilt with fiber artists as a part of the "Monument Quilt," a national on-going collection of stories from survivors of assault and abuse.

Thursday, February 25
The Art Gallery @ GCC, 12:30 - 1:30 pm
Solidarity among women of Iranian and Armenian Descent
This event is moderated by artist Neda Moridpour who shares her experiences with immigrant women.

Friday, February 26
Engaging Men, Clinton Trotter Black Box Theater, Auditorium, 8:00 pm with a gallery viewing at 9:00 pm

Wednesday, March 2
Quilting Workshop with artists
S.A. Bachman and Kyla Hansen
Learn to quilt in the gallery and make your contribution to GCC’s "Monument Quilt"
All welcome
The Art Gallery @ GCC
12:30 – 1:00 pm

Tuesday, March 8
What is "Rape Culture"?
A discussion with Peace over Violence.
The Art Gallery @ GCC
12:30 - 2:00 pm

Thursday, March 10
Quilting workshop with artist Kyla Hansen and artists/alums Katelyn Dorroh and Nicole Petrov
The Art Gallery @ GCC
10:00 am to Noon

Tuesday, March 15
Empowered to Say NO: Self-Protection and Defense
A workshop with Peace over Violence
The Art Gallery @ GCC
12:30 - 1:30 pm

Wednesday, March 23
"Art and Activism: Does art make a difference?"
Panel Discussion:
Art History Professor Emily Haraldson
Art Professor May Jong
Art Professor April Bey
Artist S.A. Bachman
Moderated by Professor David John Attyah
The Art Gallery @ GCC
12:30 - 2:00 pm

ONGOING
Through March, 2016
Everyone is welcome to contribute to the "Monument Quilt" during Art Gallery open hours.
Lessons available daily from 1:00 pm - 1:30 pm, at LB 126

The Art Gallery @ GCC
Monday - Friday
12 to 5 and Friday, 11 to 2 pm

This project is funded by the ASGCC, Center for Cultural Innovation, The Art Gallery @ GCC, and LOUDBER THAN WORDS.
This project would like to thank the GCC Feminist Society, (Emily Haraldson’s Group), and the Health Center.

GCC Advisory committee:
David John Attyah
Caryl St. Ama

Free to the public

Live calendar:
facebook.com/ArtGalleryGCC
louder-than-words.org/#!crystalclear/ctoq